Swiss Re Media Conference
Monte Carlo, 10 September 2018

Today’s agenda
First part: Plenum presentation
Making the world more resilient

Moses Ojeisekhoba, CEO Reinsurance

Underwriting and renewals

Edouard Schmid, Group Chief Underwriting Officer

Q&A

Moses Ojeisekhoba and Edouard Schmid

Second part: Interactive group sessions (taking place in parallel)
Parametric insurance

Mike Mitchell, Head P&S Underwriting Reinsurance

P&C Analytics

Jason Richards, Head Casualty Underwriting
Reinsurance
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Making the world more
resilient
Moses Ojeisekhoba, CEO Reinsurance
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Macroeconomic conditions strong but moderating

Macroeconomic environment
• Increasing interest rates
• Financial market volatility
• Slow global economic recovery

Political / regulatory environment
• Uncertain geopolitical trends
• Increasing regulation
• Rising protectionism

Industry environment

Source: Swiss Re Institute

•
•
•
•

More constructive pricing environment
Technology playing a bigger role
M&A
Abundance of capital
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Long-term industry perspectives

Healthier Economies

Radical impact of Technology
Our industry
remains very
relevant

Exposure Growth

Opportunities to close the protection gap
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The protection gap reaches a premium potential of
USD 800 billion globally and keeps growing
Roughly 40%-60%
of the agricultural
crop production is
not insured
North
America
USD 35bn

Europe
USD 30bn
Asia
USD 81bn

In the US, only one
in six homes has
flood insurance
Africa
USD 20bn

South
America
USD 14bn

China's out-ofpocket expenditure
for healthcare hit
USD 193 billion,
three times the
insurance coverage

ANZ
USD 1bn

Regional Examples: only Nat Cat & Weather Protection Gaps
Source: Swiss Re Institute estimates
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Innovative solutions, new skills, joint efforts and building
awareness are key to close the protection gap

Florida

US Flood
• Partnership with homeowners
insurer expands flood insurance
protection in US
• Innovative product design, easier
access and greater affordability

CatServer Swiss Re Flood Model
(Cloud based)

Europe

opti-crop
• Monitor crop progress using
satellite data to enable risk
assessment
• Daily update of indices and pay out
calculation enables faster pay out
to customers and better
transparency / knowledge
Advanced satellite technology
(Cloud based)

China

Magnum
• Magnum Mobile is used at pointof-sale on 150k+ tablets and
mobile apps in China
• Easier access and customer
journey, better product design

Magnum Data Platform (MDP)
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Underwriting and renewals
Edouard Schmid, Group Chief Underwriting Officer
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Swiss Re achieves competitive advantage through
underwriting priorities
Underwriting priorities

Competitive advantage

• Target liability portfolio
as basis for active
steering of deployed
capital

• Beta: Allocating capital
to the right risk pools

• Sound capital allocation
to the most attractive
risk pools
• Investment into R&D
• Access existing and new
risk pools
• Knowledge-based
underwriting capabilities

• Alpha: Selecting better
risks at better
economics
• Forward-looking view
on risk pools
• Smart analytics
leveraging big data

• Broadly diversified
underwriting book

R&D is the basis
for continued
underwriting
outperformance

 We focus on consistently achieving high
underwriting margins
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Mitigating climate risk: R&D-driven solutions form the
heart of our strategy
One year after Irma:
learning from HIM

Renewable energy:
a story of growth and innovation

Sustainability in underwriting

Global average annual net capacity additions
2010-16
Non-Renewables
Renewables
2017-40
Non-Renewables
Renewables
GigaWatt
0
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Legend:
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150

 Nuclear

Source: World Energy Outlook, 2017

• Moment of truth in the aftermath of
HIM: Swiss Re supported
communities, families and
individuals to rebuild
• In the US we rolled-out the "Flood
Insurance Toolkit" to manage risks
caused by climate change and
natural disasters

• Rapid growth in renewable
electricity generation, with 40%
global share by 2040

• Thermal coal policy: no re/insurance
to businesses with more than 30%
thermal coal exposure

• Digital and parametric solutions are
key to grow insurance business in
renewable energy

• Parallels ESG (environmental, social
and governance) criteria in
investment strategy

 Our R&D efforts drive value for Swiss Re and form the basis for outperformance
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Swiss Re’s view on price trends
Inflection point in the pricing cycle for non-life
insurance seems to have been reached - most
major markets remain in a phase of belowaverage profitability.
 Property
‐ Catastrophe: prices increase in loss affected
business expected
‐ Per risk: broadly stable rate
Recent
profitability
decline
reflects:

weak
investment
performance

high level
of capital
funds
soft uw
cycle

 Specialty: heterogeneous price trends with upwards
tendency depending on class and market losses.
Overall, we expect rate increases for specialty lines
 Casualty: broadly stable rates for casualty accounts.
Casualty prices are expected to increase in the US
after a period of unsatisfactory results
 More work needs to be done if current shortfalls
in profitability are to be redressed
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Q&A

Introducing the interactive
session
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We leverage technology in solutions to add value to our clients’
original business and value chain – ultimately aiming to close the
global protection gap
Our innovation mind-set allows us to focus on commercialisation of proven solutions

Selected examples of commercialised solutions in P&C and L&H Reinsurance

Pilot / Proof of concept
With clients and partners

Development
Build resources and
infrastructures
Commercialisation
Bring to market viable
solutions

Automotive
Solutions

Life
Guide

Parametric

Customer
Retention
Management

Smart
Homes

Magnum

SwiftRe®

Liability
Analytics

Claims
Deep Dive
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Legal notice
©2018 Swiss Re. All rights reserved. You are not permitted to create any modifications
or derivative works of this presentation or to use it for commercial or other public purposes
without the prior written permission of Swiss Re.

The information and opinions contained in the presentation are provided as at the date of
the presentation and are subject to change without notice. Although the information used
was taken from reliable sources, Swiss Re does not accept any responsibility for the accuracy
or comprehensiveness of the details given. All liability for the accuracy and completeness
thereof or for any damage or loss resulting from the use of the information contained in this
presentation is expressly excluded. Under no circumstances shall Swiss Re or its Group
companies be liable for any financial or consequential loss relating to this presentation.
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